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NIPS Go National
Ruth Starke

NIPS Go National is a clever, humorous book with wonderful scope, covering many topics of 
interest and lots of serious issues.

It tells the story of Lan and his team of young ethnic friends who are invited to take part in a 
multicultural cricket event called the Harmony Cup. Lan has become passionate about the game 
and his ambition is to play for Australia. The reader accompanies Lan as the captain of the NIPS 
team on tour. We see his insights into the game, how he thinks and behaves, his standards, his 
worries and concerns. We also see the interaction of members of the team.

Ruth Starke has written a remarkable sequel to the outstanding Nips X1, but it does not require a 
reading of the first book to enjoy it. However most will want to read her first novel after reading 
NIPS Go National.

This is a brilliant, really funny, moving story full of surprises and laughs which is enjoyable whilst 
at the same time conveying much to the reader.

The book will be eagerly taken up by students from upper primary to lower secondary levels.

Reading

• When the story begins, where is Lan in reality?
• Who is in charge?
• What is the lesson about?
• Why doesn’t Lan concentrate in school?
• Why is he summoned to the headmaster’s office?
• Where did the name NIPS come from?
• What did Lan do to make an inspirational calendar? (39)
• Why was it that Lan clutched the telephone, aghast? (50)
• Why do they need a “nip” for their team? (52-3)
• You have good ideas (54) Find further examples from the text to support this statement by 

Izram about Lan.
• How was it decided who should room together at St Paul’s? (101)
• Lan found it hard to articulate (121). To what does this refer?
• What had cricket done for Tomas? (171)
• What is the idea behind the Harmony Cup?
• What has Sam set out to prove? (192 ff)
• Account for Izram’s attitude to Sam

Activities

• Look at the opening and see what it achieves
• When and why do you know it’s not real?
• Find instances that show how passionate Lan is about cricket.
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Speaking/Listening

• Relate what is happening at the opening of the story.
• Find some instances from the story that show that Lan has a good imagination.
• Talk about what made you laugh in the novel.
• Examine what comprises the ingredients for humour in a book.
• Talk about Grace and her part in the story.
• Conduct a talkback radio segment about issues arising from NIPS Go National.
• As Sam, tell your story.
• Where does the title come from?
• Do a cricket commentary on the game against :

• Illaba High School
• The Harmony Cup final.

• Tell the story to a friend 

Activities

Talk about:

gender issues the media prejudice multicultural discrimination day dreaming
the 
imagination

team effort the place of 
poetry

political 
correctness

sportsmanship jokes

talkback radio stolen children connections responsibility wisdom honesty
confidence role models inspirational being proud having fun tactics
omens options equality

• Lan’s philosophy
• the part the Aboriginal voice plays in the story
• standing up for your rights
• the element of surprise in the novel
• the importance of sport
• the romance in the story

• Is Lan a good captain? Give reasons to support your answer
• How difficult it is to learn English
• Messages from the author
• What does hallowed turf refer to?
• What is a dilemma? There is an example on page 154.
• What is a moral dilemma? (193)
• Was the Harmony Cup successful in its aims?

• Make a list of words that sound the same, but have a different spelling and meaning
• Find out the word for these

• Act out the talkback segment, covering Lan’s preparation, and the interview with KC.

• Play the roles of those who replied to Lan’s appeal.
• Choose a particular part of the novel that appealed to you and act out this segment of the story
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Writing

• What is Lan like?
• Do a word portrait of him describing his main attributes
• Compile a list of all the members of the NIPS cricket team
• Write about the NIPS coach

• Do you have a dream? Write about your dream

• As Lan, write about the highlights of your trip to Melbourne.
• Write a review of NIPS Go National by Ruth Starke for your local newsletter.

Activities

• Write down some tips from “Spinner” before a game of cricket
• List what Lan considers to be the duties of a captain of a cricket team.

• Make up a copy of the invitation that was sent to Mr. Drummond for the Harmony Cup
• Make up a list of Australian expressions
• Compile a list of cricketing terms used in common language. There is one on page 60: apparently 

that was the end of his innings
• Look at these words in context and try to establish what they mean.
• Use a dictionary to check their meaning if you are still not certain:
• chastened (33), incredulously (35), chaperone (42), prestigious (45), acclimatisation (46), 

scribe (47), aggrieved (48), despondent (52), demographic (54), gratified (60), elated (62), 
bemused (68), commiserated, nonplussed (71), inimitable (73), belligerent (137), saboteur 
(145), irresolute (151), materialised, disgruntled (182), admonished (229), cacophony (238)

• Look up any words you do not know as you are reading
• Explain the difference between:

• practise / practice (45), bought / brought (47)

• What is a pun? Find one from the text

• Find out more about:
• The first Aboriginal cricket team to tour England last century.
• Make a storyboard for NIPS Go National showing how there is a main plot and several sub 

plots. Indicate what takes place where.

The Craft of Writing

• Look at the way the story opens so that the reader is fully involved and engrossed from the first 
line.

• Examine the way Ruth Stake uses humour, and the effect of it.
• Consider what other ingredients make this story interesting to read.
• Look at the way Ruth Starke uses words – speech, sayings, meanings, plays on words – to 

achieve a particular effect
• Consider her use of understatement (You could do a lot worse – 71)
• Look at the use of flowery language when an inflated name is given for something, for instance 

executive floral arrangement to mean a bunch of flowers.
• Find other examples and say what they add to the story.
• Look at the different ways Ruth Starke ties up a chapter and make some observations for your 

own writing
• Look at the variety that Ruth Starke brings to her writing.


